FAQ(s)
When do the placements start at the Department of Business Economics, University of
Delhi?
-Placements at DBE is a year long process, we align companies in a way that each and every
student gets the best opportunity. Companies start recruiting from the month of September
itself depending upon their requirements.

What roles have graduates been offered?
-Roles such as Business Analyst, Risk Analyst, Management trainee are few of the roles
offered to students commonly.

How was the placement scenario last year? Which are the companies that recruited last
year?
-The Placement scenario for last year at DBE has been great considering the situation of
COVID-19. Most of the students in the batch were placed before mid-session, and
companies still recruited till the end of the session.
Few Companies which visited our campus: American Express, Arceisum, Piramal, RBL.
Kindly go through our Corporate Brochure to find entire list.

What is the help extended to the students for placements?
-The placement team with the help of different Committees and Clubs at DBE, facilitates the
students throughout the year with different activities. The students are exposed to experts
from the industry who enlighten them and polish their skills according to the industry. The

students are provided with company specific workshops to sharpen their logical and
analytical skills before the placement processes. Mock GD and PI sessions are also held for
the students to facilitate them in the preparation for the final interviews.
To know more about Committees and Clubs at DBE, DU. Go through our website.

What time of the year is the summer internship?
- The academic schedule for the summer internship is normally between the first-week of
June to end week of July. The internship may last for a minimum of 8 weeks to a maximum
of 10 weeks.

What degree is offered at the end of the program?
It is a full time MBA program and an MBA degree under University of Delhi is offered at the end of the
course.

Preparations to put before coming to campus?
A basic idea about the subjects which are being taught at DBE is expected. This will give the students an
edge to grasp. The introductions and basic terminology of subjects like accounts, marketing, statistics
are important to learn

Is it a regular or a correspondence course?
It is a full-time regular course offered under the Department of Business Economics, DU Attending
regular is a must to ensure at-least minimum required attendance to sit in the exams.

What are the specialisations offered in the course?
Group-I Quantitative Techniques in Business (Analytics)
Group-II Marketing and Distribution
Group-III Finance

Group-IV Economics
Students Can Choose two of the optional groups in III semester and two papers in IV semester from each
group. However, there should be a minimum number of students required to opt for it, or else it will be
dismissed.

What is the examination calendar?
The examination of the Department of Business Economics is been set by the University of Delhi. The
tentative dates are expected to change a to few days depending on the circumstances but they are
asked usually the same. You can check further information on the official University of Delhi.

Is there any other kind of fees to be paid over regular tuition fees?
Yes. There is a student body fund to be paid to be eligible for placement opportunities and year-long
activities organised by the department. It is not mandatory for all and it is paid in the beginning of each
year. Apart from academics; placements, co curricular activities are driven by student body.

How are the academics is set as people from the various background are coming under one roof?
Students come from different backgrounds. This is why we have a revised course structure where from
the beginning of the course, basic knowledge is been provided. Initially, the students are prepared in the
depth of all the subjects, like accounts, economics, statistics, and marketing. Later as the course
advances the course is the depth of the subject is increased and more as the student chooses his
elective subject.

